
QUICK  COMPUTER  REPAIR
By Bruce Pierson

My mate Greg (alias) dropped in one afternoon and he had his desktop computer with 
him. He explained that every time he turned it on, it would start to load Windows, 
then he'd get a Blue Screen of Death and the computer would then re-boot. Would I 
mind having a look at it for him, because he had some important emails to answer 
and this being his only computer, he was stuck until he could get it working again.

I suspected that there was a problem with the RAM, as this type of issue is often 
caused by faulty RAM or just a bad contact between the RAM module(s) and the 
RAM slot(s), so the first thing I did was to grab my Memtest 86+ disc and boot the 
computer from it. Almost straight away, Memtest came up with a massive heap of 
errors, indicating that there was something wrong with the RAM.

After turning the computer off and taking the side panel off, I removed the two RAM 
modules and cleaned the gold contacts, first with a pencil rubber, then I brushed them 
clean with a pure bristle paintbrush and then I cleaned the contacts with a soft cloth 
with some metholated spirits.  This procedure would ensure that they had the best 
chance of making a good contact with the pins in the RAM slots. Sometimes, just a 
bad contact will cause these problems and cleaning the contacts on the RAM modules 
will often resolve the issue.

After re-fitting the RAM, I booted from the Memtest 86+ disc again, but I got the 
same result, so this indicated that one or both RAM modules were faulty and it wasn't 
simply a matter of a bad contact. I removed one module and ran the test again and 
this time, it produced no errors after 20 minutes of testing. I repeated this procedure 
with the other RAM module, but I got errors again, as soon as Memtest loaded.

That meant that this particular RAM module was faulty and it would need replacing. I 
checked my stock of spare RAM and I found an identical RAM module, so I cleaned 
it and put it and the original good module in the computer and booted Memtest again. 
This time, after 20 minutes of testing, there were no errors, so that was the problem, 
one faulty RAM module.

While we had the computer apart, I did some routine maintenance. I cleaned out the 
small amount of dust in the CPU heatsink and fan and checked that all the cables 
were clear of the fan, etc., before giving the computer a quick general inspection. 
Everything looked fine, so the side panel was put back on again.

After the computer was back together and powered up, Windows booted up nicely, 
with no issues, so Greg could then take his computer home again and attend to his 
important emails. I've known Greg for most of my life and we often help each other 
out. He's not so technically skilled with computers and he doesn't have any software 
tools or spare parts, so I was glad to be able to help him get his computer back into 
good  working  order  again.  He  was  very  happy  that  I'd  saved  him the  time  and 
expense of  taking his  computer  to a  service agency for  repair,  which could have 
resulted in him being without his computer for several days.


